
 
LIFEGUARD POSITION 2024 SEASON - Belvidere Community Pool 2024 Season 
     
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 27 
 
Safeguards all patrons; rescues swimmers in distress and administers first aid and artificial 
respiration when necessary; gives swimming instruction in pool; maintains order and discipline 
in pool and surrounding area to prevent accidents in and out of the water; helps to maintain and 
keep area clean; keeps standard chlorine content in pool to meet NJ Department of Health 
standards; makes regularly scheduled tests of chlorine content.  performs under close 
supervision of the pool manager and assistant manager(s). 
 
REQUIREMENTS 
 
Lifeguard Certificate required (Reimbursed), First Aid certificate and CPR Certified 
Be available weekends and holidays from Memorial Day through Labor Day, and available 
weekdays between June 16th and August 27th.  
Attend opening season orientation 
Assist in opening of the 2024 Season 
Work week on either early, late, or rotating shift, as our facilities operate on a 7 schedule Monday 
through Sunday, to be determined by pool manager and assistant managers 
You will be scheduled as to the needs of the facility and your days off may vary 
Responsible for instruction of swimming lessons 
Exercise tact and judgment in maintaining order and discipline, and in enforcing pool regulations 
Maintain effective working relationships with staff and patrons 
 
RESPONSIBILTIES 
 
Maintain surveillance of the pool and surrounding areas of the pool, assures order, adheres to all 
safety regulations 
Maintain pool safety in and out of the pool 
Instruct swimming lessons 
Be available for Events 
Fills out standard accident reports when necessary 
Maintain cleanliness and safety check of pool and deck areas 
Test pH of water 
Tests and maintains chlorine content standard in pool 
Maintains cleanliness and safety of deck area by picking up trash ect., and discard objects 
Must wear appropriate required clothing 
Performs anything the pool manager, assistant manager or pool committee needs to be done. 
 
Hourly rate - $16.08 
 


